《I'm The supreme Fairy King》
Chapter 35: An Intense Fight
The moment he said these words, the eight Kroaks waved their four arms and their
scissors just met together forming a water ball on the tip of their arms.
"Jenny!" Jim shouted while Jenny moved, alone, to intercept the eight attacks!
"A single human against eight Kroaks? I think I didn't laugh like this for such a long
time!" Pol was already about to fall off his seat while watching Jenny moving fast to
the front.
Yet the moment she got near the Kroaks, eight fast balls of water were sent towards
her, exploded and covered the entire area in a mighty shock wave while swallowing
her up.
"Pathetic!" just as everyone thought she was done for, her mocking tone came from
inside the water wave. The water suddenly started to dry up, while the next moment a
mighty wave of fire erupted, hitting everything in a radius of one hundred meters,
eating up the eight Kroaks within its range.
"Hiss!"
"Hiss!"
.

.

"Hiss!"
"Hiss!"
Yet the fire just touched them and a loud hissing sound erupted followed by a thick
cloud of vapor.

"It's futile! I know you use fire, so I precisely chose them for that," Pol laughed as he
was commenting on what was going on like he was watching a funny child's game.
Yet just as he was laughing, a shadow suddenly moved through the already raging fire.
"Tsk, trying to act heroic!" one of the eight Kroaks noticed Jim who was jumping high,
heading directly towards the eight with his sword put in the position of his spell, and
his body was already covered in layers of fire.
"Such futile attempt! Your fire can't do anything to us!"
Just as he was so confident, another shadow appeared, coming from their rear!
"What the hell?!" the leader of the Kroaks cursed when he saw that small and weak
looking Leivy youth heading towards them like cannonball. "Do you think a Leivy can
face us?" the leader laughed, yet the next moment Jim had already landed just in front
of them, while his sword was let to fall in the ground, heavily sticking deep into it!
Despite the leader's arrogant attitude, the moment Jim did so the eight moved a couple
of steps to the back in reflex.
"Water breath, water prison, use everything you had!" the leader shouted as he knew
how strong the fire balls of Jim were.
Just as his sound fell, the eight started to act. Two touched their four scissors together
while a giant water wave erupted, heading in strong momentum towards Jim.
The six others opened their mouths and fountain-like water breaths erupted and hit Jim
with no pause!
The seven attacks moved fast aiming towards Jim, yet Jim didn't move his sword or
form his fireball!
"Swoosh!"
Just as the attacks were about to fall on him, Jenny moved to appear in front of him,
shielding him from all attacks while a small and old flask appeared in her hand.
"Boom!"
"Boom!"
.
.

"Boom!"
"Boom!"
Seven explosions occurred when the attacks landed in unison over Jim. They caused a
huge water wave that, with dust, created a veil to cover Jim and Jenny from everyone's
eyes.
"Poorly executed plan, arrogant human!" the leader of the Kroaks smirked as he
laughed on the plan of Jim.
Yet the next moment Pat had finally landed in between them!
And the moment he did, he started hacking their bodies with his nails and fast
movement, creating three clones and managing to hit everyone in no time!
"Bastard!" the leader was furious, "I'll personally kill you!" he shouted, yet the next
moment he felt some weakness haunting him. "All use water breaths, hurry!" he
wanted to kill this annoying Leivy yet just as he said these words, Pat had already
retreated towards the place of Jim and Jenny.
"Hit him!" the leader furiously roared while their tails tried to attack Pat with no avail.
Just as Pat reached the water prison, eight fountains landed and eight more explosions
erupted!
"Do you think you can handle our prison? Fools!" one of the two Kroaks who used the
prison smirked while the others laughed. Despite feeling the poison attacking their
bodies, they didn't show up any weakness on the surface.
"Keep hi…" the leader was about to shout when he felt a faint tremble of the ground.
"What the hell?!!" he turned to see the last member running fast towards them, already
so close to their rear! "Four turn around and start attacking that werewolf!"

